
Strategic Priority Assessment 2012-2016     
Engage and Challenge All Students 

Key Concepts Associated with this Priority: 
      
• Ensure that all students participate in rigorous learning experiences that require the 

application of knowledge and skills, with an emphasis on writing across all content areas.


• Empower students to meet future college, military, and workplace demands in a globally 
connected environment by building proficiency at the 21st century skills of communication, 
critical thinking, collaboration and creativity.
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All students will participate in learning projects that require 
real world problem solving with clear benchmarks for 
proficiency. 
Over the course of the past 5 years, the district has been engaged in studying innovative 
project based learning environments and completing a two year goal focused on having all 
educators apply components of authentic learning to at least one instructional experience.  
While significant progress has been made, it has become clear that integrating this 
approach to learning across the district will require on-going attention and resources. 

• An Innovation in Learning study group visited various sites recognized for their innovative 
practices.  The team that took part in this study authored a report  that includes 
considerations for the district’s long term commitment to deeper learning practices.  The 
educators involved in the visits have gone on to be teacher leaders in supporting their 
colleagues to engage with project based learning experiences.


• A variety of professional development has been provided to educators to support their 
efforts to incorporate meaningful


• An example of teacher-led training on project based learning


• Project design through use a Project Tuning Protocol


• Teacher leaders built a Project Based Learning Support Center which includes instructional 
resources, a reflection blog, and a hashtag to follow a variety of authentic learning 
experiences occurring across the district.


• Student work:


• Calculus Art Project (SHS)


• French Google Hangouts Connection Project (SHS)


• Shrewsbury High School Covers the Classics (SHS)


• Bird Project (7th Grade Oak)


• The Keys to Success Project (8th Grade Oak)


• Tackling Hunger Project (7th Grade Oak)


• Rules to Live By (6th Grade Sherwood)


• Wonder Perspective Taking Project (Sherwood Grade 5)


• Rail Trail Pizza Project (Grade 6 Sherwood)


• Plastic Bag Project: (Grade 1 Floral)
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http://schools.shrewsburyma.gov/sc/documents/FinaliBooksAuthorInnovationinLearningStudyGroupReport.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sHpy7gRmHWKxJ6Svu-qpeqgMCAfAedwnMSbCDwZzpZ8/edit?ts=5915cb74#slide=id.p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPMC3h7aGvU&feature=youtu.be
http://spsinnovationinlearning.weebly.com
http://schools.shrewsburyma.gov/district/Honors-Calculus-Project-The-Mathematics-of-Art.cfm
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/01/30/3201/
http://shscoverstheclassics.weebly.com
http://7greenbirdproject2017.weebly.com
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/04/26/sps-projects-the-keys-to-success-8th-grade-math-and-ela/
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/04/25/sps-projects-tackling-hunger-7th-grade-social-studies-science-ela-and-math/
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/04/25/sps-projects-rules-to-live-by-6th-grade-ela-and-social-studies/
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/04/03/sps-project-wonder-perspective-investigation-5th-grade-ela/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70Xfvn142hs
https://spsinnovationinlearning.wordpress.com/2017/04/05/sps-project-plastic-bag-ban-research-grade-1/


Communication from Teacher Leaders Tasked to Support Their Colleagues in the 
Exploration of Project Based Work 
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Full implementation of the Shrewsbury Writing Project to 
ensure students achieve high levels of proficiency in written 
communication across all content areas. 
The Shrewsbury Writing Project has been fully implemented with writing across the 
curriculum initiatives at every level.  

Shrewsbury High School 

Every department at Shrewsbury High School teaches writing and communication skills.  An 
example of articulated curriculum is found below.  Over the past five years, departments have 
adopted common assignments to assess writing.  Teachers used professional development 
and department meeting time to create these common assignments for various courses. Each 
year educators use common rubrics to assess each assignment, reflect on the data, and then 
collaborate with members of their department to use the data to inform their instruction.   


• The math department’s common writing assessments focus on problem solving and 
communication skills.  


• The English and social science departments’ writing assessments include having students 
read, analyze and synthesize pieces of literature or primary sources into their writing.  


• The science department focuses on common labs for their writing pieces. 
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Middle Level 

Content area teachers design and administer a variety of writing experiences for students in 
their content areas, specifically Argument and Expository writing and research.  Authentic 
writing is integrated across content areas and there are an increasing number of assignments 
designed for public audiences.  


Examples include:


• 5th Grade Social Studies - Argument about who started the Revolutionary War


• 5th/6th Grade Science - Students working with the Claim, Evidence, Reasoning model of 
argumentation in science. 


• 7th Grade Social Studies - Students write arguments supporting their solution to a 3rd world 
need. 


• 7th Grade Science- Should GMO’s be labeled? 


• 7th and 8th Grade Math - All students use common language and rubrics to develop their 
written communication and arguments in mathematics. 


Elementary Level 

At the elementary level, through the collaborative work of the instructional coaches and grade 
level teams, a cohesive and aligned curriculum has been implemented PreK-4 across all of the 
district’s elementary schools.  Writing development builds from year to year through the use of 
writing organizers that grow in complexity over time; this results in an ever increasing 
sophistication of a student’s writing. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gox_2XopJeI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_y4QPHqMCRxZVF6R3VVT2xHUzA/view


All educators will participate in collaborative professional 
development in teaching 21st century skills and successfully 
apply this in the classroom. 
Shrewsbury educators have engaged in a wide range of professional development 
activities designed to enhance the teaching of 21st century skills with focus on 
transfer to the classroom.  Below please find a sampling of the types of courses, 
workshops, and other learning opportunities that have been afforded to staff during 
the 5 year strategic priority time frame.  An emphasis has been placed on building 
self-directed learners both in and out of the classroom. 

Summer Institute Offerings 

• The Advanced iPad Classroom (2013)


• The iPad Classroom (2013, 2016)


• Teaching Elementary Grades with Technology (2013, 2016)


• Developing Leadership to Influence Change (2013, 2015)


• Passion Driven Leadership in a Digital Age (2014)


• The Google Infused Classroom (2014)


• Utilizing technology to Improve Teaching and Learning in Secondary Mathematics (2014)


• Video Creation in the Classroom (2015)


• The Innovative Classroom:  Project Based Learning, Games and Learning, and iBooks Author (2015)


• Integrating Schoology into Your Professional Practice (2015, 2016)


• Inquiry & Project Based Learning:  Integrating Technology to Support Meaningful Student Learning (2016)


• Cultivating Creativity (2016)


• Improving the Quality of Student Work Through Critique and Revision (2016)


• Leading Innovation in the Classroom - Making Significant, Positive Changes (217)


• Navigating the Complexities of On-Line Information (2017)


• Cultivating Creativity Through Problem Solving in Secondary Math (2017)


• Developing Curriculum for 21st Century Learning in Secondary English (2017)
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During the 2015-16 school year the Shrewsbury Public Schools designed a new innovative approach 
to educator learning: Professional Development Pathways.  This approach was the result of collective 
designing and planning by the district Professional Development Committee, coaches, coordinators, 
directors, and administrators.  The Pathways approached launched in the fall of 2016 as educators 
were invited to follow a learning pathway of interest and to use the knowledge that they gained from 
the pathway study to create an outcome that was valuable to their work with students.  
Representative outcomes of this work can be found in the slide deck below. 

 

Please click here to see full slide deck.
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wBH0DM_1JGxgIHh_GnrdbF3KbMGflv_Hw797sW8te5A/edit#slide=id.g1da0aa3fe6_0_814


Teacher Leaders with Strong Instructional Practices Lead Collaborative Learning Experiences for 
Their Colleagues 
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90% of students, parents, and educators will agree that 
student learning experiences are engaging and that 
students participate in appropriately 
challenging coursework that meets their needs. 
In June of 2016, a survey was sent to parents, students, and educators to ascertain 
their perspectives on the level of engagement and appropriate challenge in our 
schools.  There was a small discrepancy between the perspectives of educators 
and those of students and parents.  Several of the comments suggested that the 
district’s work on more authentic learning experiences may enhance the levels of 
engagement and challenge our students experience. 

Engagement Question: 
To what extent do you agree that student learning experiences in the Shrewsbury Public Schools are 
engaging?  An engaging learning experience is when students are actively involved in learning about a 
topic in ways that generate enthusiasm, motivation, or interest.


Appropriate Challenge Question: 
to what extent do you agree that academic coursework is appropriately challenging to students?


Strongly Agree or Agree

Parents 85.85%

Students 87.43%

Educators 94.71%

Strongly Agree or Agree

Parents 84.47%

Students 85.57%

Educators 90.73%
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